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Epiphany Window Stars 
Have you ever taken a long trip? How did you prepare for the 
journey? How did you travel? Imagine going on a trip that 
would take months! What would you pack?  

When the Magi saw the star in the sky they knew it meant 
something special had happened. The Magi took a very long 
trip to find Jesus. They packed their camels and walked for 
months. When they finally arrived in Bethlehem, they 
discovered that they were very different from the people who 
lived there. The Magi had different clothes and ate different 
food. They travelled with camels instead of donkeys and they 
sounded different when they spoke. The Magi followed the 
star to Jesus and his family. They gave him the most precious 
gifts they had because they knew how special he was and 
what a difference he would make in the world.  

This week make Epiphany stars to hang in your windows to 
remember the Magi who brought gifts to honor Jesus. 
Remember God came to live on earth as Jesus for everyone!  
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A New Star 

It was a night like any other. The 
astrologers were gathering their 
equipment to study the sky. 
Suddenly, a young astrologer 
bursts into the room. “You have 
GOT to see this!” He exclaims and 
exits as quickly as he entered. The 
older astrologers exchange looks 
of surprise and hastily follow him 
to the sky viewing site. At first the 
sky seems normal. The last rays of 
sun are disappearing on the 
horizon, the stars are twinkling into 
existence.   

“Look! Just there. Do you see it?” 
The young astrologer says 
pointing to a faint star in the west. 
“A new star!”  

“I see it!” gasps another astrologer. 
“Is it getting brighter?!” Suddenly 
the sky viewing site is a bustle of 
activity. Star charts appear, 
measurements are taken, 
conversation is buzzing. As the 
night draws to a close the star 
remains hovering in the west, 
bright as the morning sun. 

Read Matthew 2:1-12. Hear the 
story of the Magi who followed a 
star across great distances to meet 
a boy king. 

Connecting 

Questions?  Concerns?  
Feedback?  Let me know!

ART SPARK 
Connect | Create | Capture
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Fold in half horizontally. Fold in half vertically.Open. Open.

Fold corner point to 
middle.

Fold corner point to 
middle.

Fold corner point to 
middle.

Fold corner point to 
middle.

Fold flat edge to meet 
centre seam.

Fold opposite edge to 
meet centre seam.

Flip over. Make 8. Glue together 
on short triangle side.
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